We analyze the direct excitation of wide one-dimensional spectra of nuclei with spin I = 1/2 or 1 in rotating solids submitted to pulse trains in the manner of Delays Alternating with Nutations for Tailored Excitation (DANTE), either with one short rotor-synchronized pulse of duration s p in each of K rotor periods For nuclei with I = 1 (e.g., for 14 N), the response to basic D K 1 pulse train is moreover affected by inhomogeneous decay due to 2nd-order quadrupole interactions, since these are not of rank 2 and therefore cannot be eliminated by spinning about the magic angle. For large quadrupole interactions, the signal decay produced by second-order quadrupole interaction can be minimized by (i) reducing the length of D K N pulse trains using N > 1, (ii) fast spinning, (iii) large rf-field, and (iv) using high magnetic fields to reduce the 2nd-order quadrupole interaction.
Introduction
In nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of solids, nuclear spins with quantum number I are subject to several interactions, such as chemical shielding, scalar (J) or dipolar couplings, quadrupolar interactions for I P 1, hyperfine interactions with unpaired electrons, or Knight shift produced by conduction electrons. In static powders, the resulting spectra are broadened by the anisotropy of these interactions which renders the frequency of the resonances depending on the orientation of the crystallites with respect to the static magnetic field, B 0 . Usually, to average out these anisotropic terms, and thus to enhance the spectral resolution and the sensitivity, a rotation of the sample is performed about an axis tilted at the magic angle (b RL = 54.7°) with respect to B 0 . When the spinning speed, m R , is much faster than all anisotropic interactions, these are fully averaged to zero, so that the spectrum reveals a single narrow isotropic center-band resonance for each species (if J = 0). When the spinning speed is slower, spinning sidebands are observed, which are separated by multiples of m R from the center band. In particular, there are numerous systems, in which the anisotropies of NMR interactions reach hundreds or even thousands of kHz, and hence greatly exceed the fastest spinning speeds that can be achieved (currently m R = 110 kHz) [1] . In that case, MAS powder spectra feature numerous spinning sidebands. Such wide spectra are encountered when: (i) the nuclei are close either to unpaired electrons in paramagnetic samples [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or to conduction electrons in electrical conductors, (ii) the nuclei are subject to large quadrupole interactions (I > 1/2) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , or (iii) their chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is large, particularly when the static magnetic field is high [26, 27] .
Acquisition of such wide spectra is often challenging. Their signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) are low because the total integrated intensity is spread over a broad spectral width. Furthermore, the breadth of such spectra can exceed the detection bandwidth of the probe, which prevents their acquisition in a single experiment. Even when the spectrum does lie in the probe detection bandwidth, the radiofrequency (rf) fields delivered by usual solid-state NMR probes are often insufficient to achieve efficient and uniform excitation of wide powder patterns, in particular for nuclei with low gyromagnetic ratio. Furthermore, in the case of quadrupolar nuclei, the uniform excitation is rendered more difficult by the intricate spin dynamics in the presence of rf fields and sample rotation.
However, several solutions have been proposed to acquire these ultra-wide-line NMR spectra [1] . The limited probe detection bandwidth can be circumvented by: (i) reducing the quality factor of the probe, at the expense of decreased sensitivity and/or (ii) piecewise spectral acquisition [4, 16, 17, 26] . Wide spectra can be excited uniformly by short pulses, however at the expanse of a decrease in sensitivity [5] . Adiabatic pulses with controlled modulation of rf field amplitude and carrier frequency have been demonstrated to increase the bandwidth of both excitation and inversion pulses in Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence under static conditions [18, 19, 27] . Under MAS, adiabatic pulses have been employed for broadband inversion [6] [7] [8] , but they require strong rf-amplitudes and they have not yet been demonstrated for broadband excitation or refocusing.
In this context, trains of rotor-synchronized short rectangular pulses in the manner of Delays Alternating with Nutation for Tailored Excitation, DANTE [28, 29] , have been recently proposed as an efficient method for broadband excitation and inversion under MAS [9, 10, 20, 21, 30] . This technique has been demonstrated for the direct observation of spin-1/2 ( 1 H and 19 F) and spin-1 ( 6 Li) nuclei subject to paramagnetic interactions [9] [10] [11] , as well as the direct observation and indirect detection of spin-1 nuclei ( 14 N) subject to large quadrupole interactions [20, 21] . Furthermore, we have also recently introduced interleaved DANTE sequences comprising N > 1 pulses per rotor period [9, 20, 21] . These interleaved DANTE schemes excite transverse magnetization within a shorter time and are thus useful for wide MAS spectra with several different species and/or submitted to large losses.
DANTE scheme is a Janus-faced method, being able to achieve both narrow- [14] and broad-band excitation for solids since its excitation profile is a comb of rf-spikelets with Nm R spacing from the carrier frequency [17] . Here, we focus on the application of DANTE for broadband excitation, which is useful both for the 1D direct acquisition of wide spectra or their indirect detection via 2D experiments. In 1D experiments, DANTE sequences are used to manipulate families of sidebands spread over hundreds or thousands of kHz. Such experiments can be achieved either by a single DANTE scheme or a DANTE spin echo [18] to avoid phase distortions related to probe dead time. The present article analyzes the performances of basic and interleaved DANTE sequences for the 1D broadband observation of wide spectra. Using numerical simulations, we demonstrate how the efficiency of DANTE sequences can be improved and how their selectivity to offset can be tailored in order to observe either a single family of sidebands or several families corresponding to different isotropic chemical shifts. We show how such efficiency enhancement and offset selectivity can be optimized by an educated choice of individual pulse length, rf field amplitude, MAS frequency, total length of DANTE sequence, and number N of pulses per rotor period. We examine in particular the 1D direct excitation of spin-1/2 nuclei in paramagnetic samples as well as that of spin-1 nuclei ( 14 N).
Sequences
A basic DANTE sequence applied to spinning samples consists of a train of rotor-synchronized pulses, with one pulse per rotor period, T R = 1/m R . This sequence, called D K 1 in the following, lasts KT R (Fig. 1a) . The pulses of the D These conditions ensure constructive interferences and the excitation profile of D K N sequence consists of a comb of rf spikelets occurring at regular frequency intervals, Nm R , with respect to the carrier frequency [20] . Compared to D Another useful parameter to predict the efficiency of D K N sequence is the total flip-angle on-resonance:
Simulation parameters
To rationalize the direct excitation of wide spectra by DANTE 1D methods, the spin dynamics during these pulse sequences was calculated using SIMPSON software [31] . Simulations were performed in two cases, for which direct excitation with DANTE scheme has been reported recently:
19 F spin-1/2 nuclei in paramagnetic CeF 3 sample [9] , and 14 N spin-1 nuclei in c-glycine [20, 21] . [9] . The 14 N nuclei in c-glycine have a quadrupolar coupling constant of C Q = 1.18 MHz, and an electric field gradient (efg) asymmetry parameter of g Q = 0.5 [13, 22, 35] . However, in other samples, 14 N nuclei can be subject to larger quadrupole interactions [14, 23, 24, 36] . Hence, the direct excitation using DANTE was also simulated for a single 14 N site with C Q = 2.36 and 4.72 MHz that are twice and four times as large as in c-glycine, while preserving g Q = 0.5. In all the simulations (except in Fig. 3 ), the carrier frequency, m rf , was set to coincide with the center-band, m iso , resulting from: (i) isotropic chemical shift, (ii) hyperfine coupling, (iii) quadrupolar induced shift, and (iv) isotropic BMS [12] . For 14 N nuclei, the second-order quadrupolar induced shift is equal to
, where m 0 is the 14 N Larmor frequency [37, 38] . In Fig. 3 , the position of carrier frequency was varied to test the robustness to offset.
The powder averages were calculated using 615 {a PR , b PR } pairs and 3 or 13 c PR angles. The {a PR , b PR , c PR } Euler angles describe the orientation of principal axes system (P) of the interaction in the rotorfixed frame (R). The {a PR , b PR } pairs were selected according to the REPULSION algorithm [39] , whereas the c PR angle was regularly stepped from 0 to 360°. Three c PR angles were sufficient to calculate:
(i) the first point of the free-induction decay (FID), which corresponds to the projection of the powder-averaged density matrix, hr(t)i, at the end of DANTE sequence onto the lowering operator, I À = I x À iI y , (ii) the projection of hr(t)i during the DANTE sequence onto the three components, I x , I y and I z , of nuclear spin angular momentum, and (iii) the norm of the powder averaged density matrix, khrðtÞik. Conversely, owing to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, 13 c PR angles were required to describe correctly the spinning sideband 
for an isolated nucleus. The efficiency of D K N sequence is defined as 
FW is given by m 0 d aniso (3 + g CSA )/2 for a shift anisotropy, and 3C Q /2 for spin-1 nucleus subject to quadrupole interaction. Hence, the spectral resolution of the powder pattern envelope decreases for increasing N value and an accurate determination of CSA parameters by a fit of the D K N spectra is not possible for too large N values. where FWS 0.9 is the Full-Width of Spikelets at 90% of the maximum. It must be noted that the offset-dependence behavior of the total spectrum (not shown) is identical to that of the center band shown in Fig. 3a -d. This means that spinning sidebands manifolds of species excited slightly off-resonance, but sufficiently close to the carrier frequency to be detected, are attenuated but that they remain completely similar to their values recorded on-resonance, and that they can thus be used for accurate CSA determination. According to Eq. 
Robustness to offset and selectivity
In practice, the quantity ½jm 1 iso À m 2 iso j; modðNm R Þ can be determined from the difference in the frequencies of closest spinning sidebands in 1D MAS spectrum excited by a single 90°pulse. Fig. 3e shows the envelope of the total excitation profile of D 
Usual solid-state NMR spectrometer can deliver short pulses with a length of the order of few tenths of microseconds given the duration of transients at rising and falling edges of a rectangular pulse. Note that the duration of transients is ca. inversely proportional to the Larmor frequency and hence short pulses are more difficult to achieve at low Larmor frequency, i.e. at low magnetic field and/or for nuclei with low gyromagnetic ratio. According to Eq. which is generally proportional to the Larmor frequency. In case of broad spectra, the probe may be the limiting factor, especially at low Larmor frequency. For N = 1 (Fig. 4a) , the norm remains close to unity, and the y and z components follow quasi-ideal sine and cosine functions, respectively. This is consistent with a quasi-ideal rotation of the magnetization about the Àx axis. Maximal transverse magnetization is obtained for h is quasi-identical to that of an ideal rectangular pulse. These simulations indicate that all pulses of a D K 1 train have a cumulative effect, which stems from their rotor-synchronization, as explained below. The first pulse with phase Àx rotates the magnetization in the yz plane. Hence, at the end of this pulse, the components of magnetization vector along x, y and z axes are 0, sin(h tot ) and cos(h tot ) with h tot = 2pm 1 s p . The subsequent free evolution causes the dephasing of the single-quantum coherences. However, dephasing under anisotropic interaction with second-rank orientation dependence is refocused at the end of each rotor period and transverse magnetization points again in the y direction, which corresponds to the formation of a rotational echo [9] . At the top of the echo, a second pulse is applied which rotates again the magnetization in the yz plane, decreasing the magnetization along z axis and augmenting that along y axis. The synchronization between the refocusing of anisotropic interaction by MAS and the nutation of the magnetization by the rf pulses produces an effective rotation of the magnetization about the Àx axis and the thermal equilibrium density matrix is transformed by D ( Fig. 6 in Ref. [18] ). However, experimentally the oscillations of the nutation curve were damped by irreversible losses.
For N > 1 ( Fig. 4b-d 2 sequence, the two pulse trains are shifted by half rotor period and when the second pulse is applied, the anisotropic interactions are not refocused. Consequently, the direction of transverse magnetization differs between the crystallites and the second pulse does not cause the x components of magnetization to rotate. Furthermore, the nutation of the y component of the magnetization by the second pulse train interferes with the refocusing of the anisotropic interaction by MAS. Therefore, a portion of the magnetization dephased by anisotropic interactions cannot be refocused at the end of the rotor period and hence does not contribute to the powder magnetization. It has already been reported that a long rf pulse can scramble the magnetization of the different crystallites from powder samples when the nuclei are subject to large anisotropic interactions [40] [41] [42] [43] . This scrambling results in an apparent saturation of the magnetization of a powder sample. This phenomenon has been used for hetero-nuclear distance measurement [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Fig. S1 shows the build-up of powder y magnetization of D The total integral of the D K N spectrum, i.e. the sum of the integral of all the bands, is proportional to II norm (Eq. (4)), which is proportional to c(I y ). As the integral of a given observable band is roughly equal to the total integral divided by the number of visible bands in the spectra, NB, the maximum intensity of each band is ca. proportional to II norm /NB if all bands have the same line-width. Furthermore, according to Eq. (5), NB is ca. inversely proportional to N, provided FW > 2Nm R , and hence the maximum intensity of each band is ca. proportional to NII norm . This is observable in Fig. 2 [9] .
Additional simulations were also performed to check the dependence of the intensity as function of the various parameters of D K N sequence. Fig. 5a-d Fig. 2 , FW > 2Nm R , and hence NII norm is a reliable estimator of the band intensity. In these figures, the contour levels are close to hyperbolae with equation s p = h tot /(360KNm 1 ) (Eq. (1)). This dependence is confirmed by changing the vertical coordinate from s p to h tot (see Fig. 5e-h ). This new representation highlights that at given N and h tot values, the y magnetization does not depend on the K value, at least when the pulses are shorter than 0.65 ls, a duration short enough to excite the whole powder pattern (see Eq. lengthen the DANTE sequence, hence increasing the losses. Fourth, an optimal S/N is achieved for N % FW/(2m R ), but such condition only excites the center band. Therefore, large N values can only be used to determine the isotropic shifts of the different species (if they are sufficiently close to the carrier frequency), but not the CSA which requires smaller N values. Fifth, the optimal number of rotor periods is given by
where the optimal flip angle, h opt tot , depends on N value (see Fig. 6h ). Sixth, when the spinning sidebands manifolds of chemically distinct sites with different isotropic chemical shifts must be excited by a single D K N scheme, the length of the DANTE sequence must fulfill the relation K < K offset = 0.85m R /[Dm iso , mod (Nm R )] (see Eq. (7)), where Dm iso is the total spread of the different species. Therefore, when K offset < K opt , a choice has to be made between sensitivity and robustness to offset. The two options are then either the acquisition of a single D K N spectrum with K = K offset and decreased efficiency, or the successive acquisition of the distinct spinning sidebands patterns with optimal efficiency (K = K opt ). The choice between these two options depends on the longitudinal relaxation times and the difference in isotropic shifts.
Interferences between the N pulse trains of interleaved DANTE
Up to now, mainly the total y magnetization at the end of D Fig. S5 ). For these small h tot flip angles, the excitation is in the linear regime and the N pulse trains can be considered as independent. For h tot > 15°, a > 1 and its value increases for increasing h tot angle. For instance, for h tot = 90°, the intensities of D
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N spectra is about 20% lower than the sum of the individual spectra (see Fig. S4 ). These results indicate that: (i) the N pulse trains of D K N sequence interfere and (ii) the response to D K N sequence is in the non-linear regime when h tot > 15°. Moreover, additional simulations (see Figs. S6 and S7) show that for a given h tot flip angle, the a value is weakly dependent on the rf field strength, and that its variations are limited to ca. 5%. with s p = 2 ls is more broadband (see Fig. 8c ) and excites a frequency width of ca. 600 kHz, which is consistent with the FWE 0.5 value given by Eq. (8) . As FW exceeds 600 kHz, shorter pulses are thus required and according to Eq. (9), s p 6 0.5 ls is essential to excite the full spectrum. In Simulations were also performed in the presence of both firstand second-order quadrupole interactions. The second contribution contains terms with zero-, second-and fourth-rank orientation dependences, whereas the first one has purely a second-rank orientation dependence [37] . The terms with second-rank orientation dependence are refocused by MAS, whereas the other terms are not. Therefore, the dephasing produced by second-order quadrupole interaction is not refocused by MAS, which leads to intensity decrease for increasing length, KT R , of D K N sequences. However, this decrease is small in this case of weak C Q value and high B 0 field, and Fig. 10 showing the same results as in Fig. 9 , but with a doubled quadrupolar interaction (C Q = 2.36 MHz), and hence a quadrupled second-order quadrupole interaction. In Fig. 10 , second-order quadrupole interaction results in more pronounced intensity decrease for increasing K value than in Fig. 9 .
Orientational selectivity of D K N sequences
The orientational selectivity of D an azimuthal angle, a PL (see Figs. 11 and 12 ). Note that contrary to the doughnut representation shown in Ref. [20] , II norm was not weighted by sin(b PL ), which is the probability distribution of crystallite orientations in a powder.
The selectivity of D MHz). For m 1 = 50 kHz, the condition of Eq. (9) is valid and all crystallites are excited by the short rf pulses with s p = 454 ns, even the crystallites with b PL = 0°, which are then subject to the larger quadrupolar splitting of Dm Q = 3C Q /2. Therefore, the excitation by D 11 1 sequence is equivalent to that by an ideal 90°pulse, II norm = 1 for all {a PL , b PL } orientations, and the surface representing the orientational selectivity is nearly a sphere (see Fig. 11a ). D with smaller rf fields, and hence longer pulses: s p > 500 ns, are not able to excite the crystallites subject to larger quadrupolar interaction. The expression of the quadrupolar splitting is [37] 
where m Q is the quadrupole frequency. This splitting is equal to 3C Q /2 for b PL = 0°and it cancels for b PL angles close to the magic angle 54.7°. For g Q = 0.5, Dm Q % 0 for b PL angles ranging from 49°to 63°a nd is equal to 9C Q /8 for {a PL , b PL } = {90°, 90°}. In other words, the crystallites oriented at Euler angles b PL = 0°and {a PL , b PL } = {90°, 90°} are subject to large quadrupole interactions during the rf pulses, whereas those oriented at b PL % 54.7°or 180°À 54.7°are subject to vanishing quadrupole interactions. Therefore, in Fig. 11b and c, II norm is small for b PL = 0°and {a PL , b PL } = {90°, 90°} and larger for b PL % 54.7°. For long pulses, II norm is smaller than 1 even for b PL % 54.7°since owing to MAS, the orientations of all crystallites during the pulses vary with respect to the laboratory frame.
For instance, for m R = 62.5 kHz, the rotor rotates by 20°and 40°dur-ing a pulse lasting s p = 909 ns and 1818 ns, respectively. As the second-order quadrupole interaction is proportional to C 2 Q =B 0 , the similarity of Fig. 11c (B 0 = 18.8 T) and Fig. 11d (B 0 ? 1) confirms that second-order quadrupole dephasings are negligible during D 120 ns for C Q = 4.72 MHz, but there are crystallites with II norm < 1 and the surfaces representing the orientational selectivity differs from a sphere. Note also that in the presence of de-coherence due to the second-order quadrupole interaction, II norm differs between the orientations b PL and 180°À b PL . A solution to limit the losses due to second-order quadrupole interaction consists in using shorter K values and hence shorter D K 1 sequences. However, in Fig. 12f , the length of the pulses does not verify the condition of Eq. (9) and hence the D 3 1 sequence is only able to excite the orientations with b PL % 54.7°or 180°À 54.7°, for which the first-order quadrupole interaction is small.
For D K N sequences with N P 2, the crystallites have distinct orientations with respect to the laboratory frame during the rf pulses of the N trains and hence they are subject to distinct quadrupole interactions. Therefore, the dependence of II norm with respect to {a PL , b PL } Euler angles is more complex and e.g. for D 
Conclusions
This article provides useful guidelines for the optimization of D K N sequences used for the excitation of wide 1D spectra of spin-1/2 and spin-1 nuclei. Guidelines are also given for D K N sequences used for refocusing or population inversion. Using numerical simulations, several properties of D K N sequences have been analyzed, including the robustness to offset, the nutation curves, the interference between the pulse trains and the orientational selectivity.
Globally, the excitation profile has a comb shape, with Nm R spacing between the bands from the carrier frequency, extending over a few MHz. We have shown that rf pulses of D K N scheme must be short enough to excite the minimum bandwidth value between the spectrum and the probe. High MAS frequency and high rf field strength are required since they decrease the length of D K N scheme, hence reducing the losses and improving the robustness to offset.
Depending on the length of the D K N pulse train, i.e. the K value, the selectivity can be tailored and the spinning sideband manifold of either all or only one species can thus be acquired.
An optimal sensitivity (S/N) is achieved for N % FW/(2m R ), but the D K N spectra obtained under such conditions only contain the resonances close to the carrier frequency. Therefore, large N values can only be used to determine the isotropic shifts if the differences between the carrier frequency and the isotropic chemical shifts are less than about FWS 0.5 .
Short D K N schemes are especially required in the presence of fast coherence losses due to homo-nuclear dipolar or second-order quadrupole interactions. The nutation curves of D K 1 sequence are similar to that of an ideal resonant, rectangular pulse. In particular, this sequence allows a perfect inversion or refocusing of the longitudinal magnetization. Conversely, in interleaved DANTE sequences with N P 2, the interferences between the N pulse trains produce coherence losses and the optimal cumulated excitation flip angle exceeds 90°. These sequences are poorly efficient for inversion or refocusing purposes. We have shown that the nutation during D K N sequence depends on the cumulated flip angle during the NK rf pulses. Furthermore, we have also shown that the orientational selectivity of interleaved DANTE sequences is more complicated than that of D K 1 scheme.
